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Workshop Citizenship & SSI

Professional Development Program

Description of the 
activity:

The activity explores lesson activities fostering skills for ‘informed decision making’ as part 
of citizenship education. The instructor presents the examples and explains the 
pedagogical background, in particular the 5E model. Then participants are given pointers 
to  other materials (e.g., from ENGAGE) and discuss integration into their own 
subject/lesson practice.

Target group(s): Secondary school teachers in STEM subjects

Keywords: Citizenship, socio-scientific issues, informed decision making, 5E instructional model

Duration of activity: 2-3 hours

Description of activity 
environment and 

materials needed:

Powerpoint; additional example materials on ENGAGE website
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STEAM Example: Citizenship lessons in STEM

• Focus on socio-scientific issues (SSI)

– societal questions or dilemmas 
with STEM background

• Citizenship component: informed decision making

• Context: Secondary education in the Netherlands

• Subjects: biology, physics, chemistry



Lesson 1: Should laughing gas be forbidden?



Lesson 2: What to do with nuclear waste?



Lesson 3: Should we invest in space travel?





STEAM content background: Citizenship skills

• Making personal and societal choices in the context 
of (controversial) questions and dilemmas with 
a scientific component

• Fundamental skill: informed decision making

• Cognitive and practical subskills: 

1. interpreting scientific information

2. dealing with conflicting information

3. distinguishing various perspectives

4. weighing probabilities and risks

5. (moral) reasoning

6. dialogue skills and reflection on personal values



STEAM pedagogical background: 5E instructional model

• cyclic model

• iteractions are possible



STEAM pedagogical background: tools

• workbook with tables facilitating decision making

– perspectives

– arguments

– reliability of resources

• perspective cards

• personas


